
Sleeping Threats 

 

Strophe 1 N 

F   G  F  

You've felt for long, there's something off, 

There is a presence lurking deep 

Amidst your friends, among our mates 

F    E E7 

The time is set, a sleeping threat 

 

They might be scheming all along 

Laid out in plans all too obscure 

Or they themselves might not recall 

Removed so far from who they are 

 

Refr. T + N 

a  G 

Sleep, sleep tight now 

F   E 

We'll soon wake up, In your stead 

a  G 

It will all / be alright now 

F    E 

The threat is only on your head 

F E  a  

Only only in your head 

 

Strophe 2 T 

F   G  F  

You could go on, you're up for days 

You haven't stopped for quite a while 

Lost track of all accounts my dear 

F    E E7 

a thought to keep, you'll soon need sleep 

 

They ask you if you truly know 

can you be sure just where you stand 

Or is a program running deep 

within your mind, bound to unwind 

 

Refr. T + N 

Sleep, sleep tight now 

We'll soon wake up, In your stead 

It will all / be alright now 

The threat is only on your head 

Only only in your head 

 

Bridge T 

F   G  a  

You won't step down, you are not shirking 

F   G  a  

They see a smile, you see a grin 

F   G  a  

Sleeping threats are lurking 

F  E7  a  

||:So sleep must not close in:|| 

 

Refr. T 

Sleep, sleep tight now 

We'll soon wake up, In your stead 

It will all / be alright now 

The threat is only on your head 

Only only in your head 

 

2x Bridge T + N 

||:You won't step down, you are not 

shirking 

They see a smile, you see a grin 

Sleeping threats are lurking 

||: So sleep must not close in :|| 

 

 


